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 pdd file or with the online purchase of an ArchVision .pdd file at the ArchVision Web site. The RPC Plugin allows you to
automate the process of converting, adjusting and manipulating primitives on a model created in 3ds Max, or any other 3D

modeling application. Using the RPC Plugin you can create a plug-in with code that performs a specific action on any primitive.
This plug-in is ideal for creating custom manipulations to be performed to your mesh model and is widely used by commercial
solutions such as Rhinoceros 3D and Vray 3D. Convert Convert your 3ds Max model to ArchVision.pdd format. This includes

converting your model to any new mesh type that ArchVision supports. All the mesh types that ArchVision supports can be
converted to ArchVision.pdd format. The output mesh type is the same type that your source mesh was saved as. Adjust Modify

or scale any face that is selected in your mesh. The face is automatically scaled or centered so that the entire face can be
modified. Any number of faces can be selected at a time for this function. This also includes face bending and rotation. Merge
Merge the selected faces together to make a bigger mesh from the selected faces. The faces that you select must be different

faces. They cannot be the same face. The faces that you select must be contained within the model. Divide Divide the selected
faces into separate faces. The faces that you select must be the same. They can be in the same model. The faces that you select
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must be contained within the model. Delete Delete the selected faces. They can be the same or different. The faces that you
select must be contained within the model. Triangulate Triangulate any selected faces. You can manually specify a triangulated

mesh or use an automatic triangulated mesh type. The mesh types that you can triangulate are shown in the Triangulate
Interface. UV Map Create UV map for the selected faces. The UV map can be created for a unique map, or a source UV map

can be used. The source UV map is converted to a new UV map that is applied to the selected faces. Combine 82157476af
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